
Liquid Life: Vibration and Water

The importance of water is very clear. No matter where you go, what you do, or 
who you are water is your constant companion.  Not only is water all around us, but it is 
also inside of us.  It IS us. Making up about 71% of the Earth’s surface, and 
compromising about 60% of the human body, water is the most abundant element in 
existence.  Water lives inside the Earth, flowing consciously through the tunnels of the 
wild.  Streams meander through valleys, accumulating into tributaries.  Rivers sprint, 
rapidly, bursting through environments and often ending in large lively lakes.  Ice caps 
hold enormous amounts of water just waiting to be released back into the endless 
oceans.  Water from the land evaporates into the air, leaving water to reside in the sky!  
Water in the air eventually pours out of the clouds and back into the Earth.  Waterfalls 
pour down mountainsides, sculpting stones into smooth Zen masters!  All the water on 
Earth is connected, for even though you may not see it, there is water running all 
through the ground! Humans are not the only creatures that depend on water for their 
survival, the plants and the animals are also, mostly water!  When you look at a giant 
tree, you may sense the sacred water flowing through the xylem into all parts of the 
plant.  Without water, everything dies.  Therefore, Water is Everything!

The Earth is full of healing water! There are places around the world known for 
miraculous healings that have occurred after drinking and or soaking in the waters.  In 
Georgia, there is a famous place called the Warm Springs. These springs were first 
used in the late 1700s by people wanting to escape the yellow fever.  However, they are 
most well known as the place Franklin D. Roosevelt went to treat his pain and paralysis 
caused by polio.  He created the Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute for Rehabilitation 
there, and it still stands today.  The springs are now used for attendees of the institute 
only, being closed off from the public.  Also well known for its healing waters is The 
Shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes, which is located in France.  Millions of people come to 
collect water from the taps that have been built there.  Many cures have been reported 
and deemed miracles by the Catholic Church after deep investigation.  In fact, as of 
early 2018 there have been 70 miracle healings recorded to have occurred at the 
shrine.  There is a spring in South Carolina that was known by Native Americans and 
then fully discovered after six wounded soldiers in the Revolutionary War made 
miraculous recoveries after bathing in and drinking from the spring. This spring is owned 
by Almighty God!  These are only some of the amazing waters of our beautiful planet!



Everything is Vibration! Literally everything has vibration, even the water! Sense 
everything is vibration, everything may be affected by vibration! Vibration is physical, 
even when our human eyes cannot sense it.  Have you ever thrown a pebble into the 
water and watched the ripples that form around it, pulsating out in circles, expanding 
further and further out from the center? Well, physical matter such as a stone is not the 
only thing that can create beautiful patterns in the water.  Vibration alone can too! What 
has vibration but no tangible physical matter?  Our thoughts! Our emotions! 

There have been reports of people healing water throughout history!  We 
probably all know some of them.  Jesus Christ’s miracles with water are very well 
known.  He was able to do many amazing things with water such as alchemically 
transform it, walk on it, and fill it with miraculous healing love.  He is known to have 
healed diseases including blindness with water, and also was able to calm the sea 
during a major storm.  There is a nine-year-old girl from Northern Europe who heals 
water through a star language that is communicated to her by “Over Terrestrials” as the 
young girl calls them. Dr. Ohlson, a Swedish scientist who studies water reports, “As a 
scientist, the spiral formations I’ve been working with in my water research, such as 
loading energy back in water, helps healing recharges and strengthens the energy field, 
the aura. Healing works on a cellular level, whether you believe it or not. The healing 
from my hands affected the protein binding to a gene P53, which plays a role in turning 
genes on and off. Rightly used, it could be bliss for humanity in rebuilding our earth.”  
Could the water truly respond or be affected at all by our words, emotions, and 
thoughts?

Yes! Yes, it can and is!  A wonderful scientist that goes by the name Masaru 
Emoto did many experiments that document the dramatic effects of our thoughts, 
words, emotions, and music have on water.  He started his research in 1994, talking 
samples of natural waters around the world.  He realized that when water is frozen it 
can take on magnificent crystalline forms.  He proceeded to take hundreds of pictures of 
these different frozen waters from places such as Fuji, Chile, Amazon, New Zealand, 
and more! He also did experiments in which he subjected individual samples of water to 
music.  Each type of music caused a very different crystalline structure to form.  Some 
of the harsher music even resulted in a complete lack of form, only showing blurs and 
chaos.  He also did this with photographs, sacred places, religions, symbols, words, and 
prayer!  The positive words allowed beautiful crystals to form, while the negative ones 
created incomplete, broken, and nonexistent crystalline patterns.  His works clearly 
show the profound vibrational affects we have on water. 



In Venezuela there is a plateau called Roraima.  The water on top of Roraima is 
in its virgin state, never having been in direct contact with humans. This water has been 
studied using the cur lien affect. They compared it with ordinary drinking water, and the 
Roraima water was 40,000 times more active than the regular drinking water. The group 
that went were tested for energy levels before going to the top of Roraima and after, 
and their energy levels were dramatically increased after the encounter. 

Water is in abundance almost everywhere on Earth. There is water in the 
animals, the tree, and all the plants.  Water flows through the tunnels of the wild, 
gathering in oasis, lake, and tributary. Water is the guide. Water is the all-knowing. 
Water is the beginning, and water is the end.  Water is moving, yet water is still. Water 
roars yet is silent. Water creates chaos and cultivates calm.  Water is the destroyer and 
water is the creator. Water is the most important part of life. Love is water, and water is 
love. The vibrations of the planet are mirrored in the water.

Water is LIFE! Water is my favorite being! Water is the most important part!

I LOVE YOU WATER!  YOU ARE THE GREATEST OF ALL! I AM SO GREATFUL OF 
YOU! THANK YOU! I LOVE YOU! 


